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Abstract
A system for learning and executing gestures in a humanoid robot has been developed and implemented in this work.
Gestures are represented via the use of dynamical movement primitives on the robotic platform REEM. Since agnostic knowledge is considered when designing trajectories, our approach can be easily extended to other robots.
Implemented work involves recording of gestures using three different procedures, from the own robot, with the help
of an user, and from external devices. Next, the dynamic movement primitives representing the motions are generated
to describe trajectories that will finally be executed on the real humanoid robot. Several experiments are provided
illustrating how knowledge is acquired by the robot, represented in the form of dynamical systems, generalized and
reproduced from different starting conditions.
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1. Introduction
Gestures design is a key point in human robot communication, as far as motion gestures are also important nonverbal signals in human communication (Hostetter et al.,
2007; Radford, 2009). In fact, robot gestures can make
difficult tasks easier, by reducing the perceived workload
and increasing the task performance (Salem et al., 2011;
Lohse et al., 2014). However, knowledge acquisition, like
new designed gestures for robots with a high number of
degrees of freedom, is currently a very tiring and challenging task in mobile robotics (Breazeal et al., 2005;
Calinon and Billard, 2007). Besides, new represented
movements are static in the sense that they are fixed to
how they were initially designed, i.e. they will always
start and end with the same pose of the robot, following
the same trajectory (Tenorth and Beetz, 2009). This lim∗ Corresponding
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ited mechanical behaviour is a barrier when robots try to
physically express social meaning with gestures, or even
discover new knowledge fron them (Trafton et al., 2013;
Moshkina et al., 2014; Puigbo et al., 2015).
By the use of learning by demonstration techniques
(Argall et al., 2009) with dynamic movement primitives
(Schaal, 2006; Ijspeert et al., 2013), motions are represented like dynamical systems and they can be generalized by modifying initial values and tuning parameters according to the environmental changes (Rückert and
d’Avella, 2013). Hence, for instance, they can be executed
from different initial and final poses with similar, but not
the same, trajectory which eases the task of making robots
more social. Therefore, this work is approaching cognition from a dynamical systems perspective. Unlike the
computational approaches to cognition, sharing the idea
that cognitive systems are a special kind of computer
(Puigbo et al., 2015), the dynamical approach exploits the
idea that cognitive systems are a special kind of dynamical
system. Both approaches can be also merged in a hierarchical structure, with the computational approach linking
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states and the dynamical approach exeuting them on dynamic movement primitives.
Robots with a high number of degrees of freedom refers
to the ones like REEM, a humanoid service robot, or
REEM-C, a biped robot, by PAL Robotics, a technological company working in the research and development
of robots. They have developed up to now three biped
humanoid robots, REEM-A (2004), REEM-B (2006) and
REEM-C (2013), and three other prototypes with a mobile base, REEM-H01 (2010), REEM-H02 (2012) and the
current version of REEM, the one used in this work (see
Figure 1). In this work, its latest REEM prototype (released in 2012), will be employed. It is a full-size humanoid service robot that can act as a receptionist, entertain and compliment guests, provide dynamic information
and make presentations and speeches in care centers, hotels, museums, shopping malls or airports. A list of their
characteristics includes: weight of 100 Kg height 1.70 m,
battery autonomy for 8 hours, 34 degrees of freedom and
26 sensors.

2006), and then updated in 2013 by Auke Ijspeert (Ijspeert
et al., 2013). A detailed and very illustrative explanation
about dynamic movement primitives can be found in (DeWolf, 2014).
The starting trajectory defining DMPs is a point attractor dynamics equation:
ÿ = αy (βy (g − y) − ẏ)

(1)

where y is our system state, g is the goal, and α and β are
gain terms. This kind of system can be seen as a Proportional + Derivative control signal governing our system
to the target. Now a forcing term is added, allowing us
modify this trajectory:
ÿ = αy (βy (g − y) − ẏ) + f

(2)

How to define a nonlinear function f such that you get the
desired behaviour is a non-trivial question.
In order to generalize and make the trajectory timeindependent, a new system, called canonical dynamical
system, is introduced, having a very simple dynamics:
ẋ = −α x x

(3)

The canonical system starts at some arbitrary value, for
instance x0 = 1, and goes to 0 as time goes to infinity.
Hence, the forcing function f can be defined over a basis function ψi , defined on the canonical system x:
PN
ψi wi
x(g − y0 )
(4)
f (x, g) = Pi=1
N
i=1 ψi

Figure 1: PAL Robotics’ robots evolution and the REEM robot in this
study.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First,
we introduce the dynamic movement primitives in short.
Then, the software resources implied in the development
are listed, as well as the total procedure implementation
is explained in the next section. Experimental results
with three different forms of knowledge acquisition are
described in the next section. Finally, some conclusions
and further research lines are offered.

where y0 is the initial position of the system and wi is a
weighting for the given basis function ψi . Usually, basis
are defined like Gaussian functions centered at ci , where
hi is the variance,


(5)
ψi = exp −hi (x − ci )2

so our forcing function is a set of Gaussian funtions that
are ‘activated’ as the canonical system x converges to its
target. Their weighted summation is normalized, and then
multiplied by the x(g − y0 ) term, which is both a ‘dimin2. Dynamic movement primitives
ishing’ and spatial scaling term.
Incorporating the x term into the forcing function guarDynamic movement primitives (DMPs) is a method for
trajectory control / planning derived from Stefan Schaal’s antees that the contribution of the forcing term goes to
lab. They were presented way back in 2006 (Schaal, zero over time, as the canonical system does. Moreover,
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the spatial scaling means that once we have set up the
system to follow a desired trajectory to a specific goal we
would like to be able to move that goal farther away or
closer in and get a scaled version of our trajectory.
Finally, generalization in terms of temporal scaling is
also sought: to be able to follow the same trajectory at
different speeds. Another term is added to our system dynamics, τ, like a temporal scaling term, giving temporal
flexibility,
ÿ =
ẋ =

τ2 (αy (βy (g − y) − ẏ) + f )
τ(−α x x)

(6)

Figure 2: Rviz visualizer with the REEM robot. Different data from
sensors is shown.

To slow down the system you set τ between 0 and 1, and
to speed it up you set τ greater than 1.
Now, we have a forcing term f making the system
take a path as it converges to a target point, and temporal and spatial scalability. In order to set up the system
to follow a specified path, we affect the system acceleration using the forcing term. So, from the desired trajectory (in fact the vector of desired points in the trajectory)
yd = {yd (t0 ), . . . , yd (tn )}, the forcing term needed to generate this trajectory can be calculated as,
fd = ÿd − αy (βy (g − y) − ẏ)

3. Software resources
This Section is mainly devoted to explain the integration effort of software existing tools. They will be shortly
introduced with the aim to understand how the implemented system will work. The Robot Operating System
(ROS) (Foundation, 2014) framework is a set of software
libraries and tools for building robot applications. From
drivers to state-of-the-art algorithms, and with powerful
developer tools to visualize and create applications.

(7)
3.1. Data acquisition and simulation

Since the forcing term is comprised of a weighted summation of basis functions which are activated through
time (4), an optimization technique like locally weighted
regression (LWR) can be selected to calculate the weights
wi such that the forcing function matches the desired trajectory fd . The objective function to be minimized is
X
ψi (t)(fd (t) − wi (x(t)(g − y0 )))2
(8)

Software packages employed has been the following,
• Rosbag. A set of tools for recording from and playing back to ROS topics in a high performance way
(Thomas, 2014).
• YAML. “YAML Ain’t Markup Language” (Evans,
2014) is a human-readable data serialization format.

t

• Rviz. A 3D visualizer for displaying sensor data
and state information from ROS (Hershberger et al.,
2014) (see Figure 2).

and the solution is
wi =

sT Ψi fd
sT Ψi s

(9)

• REEM robot software. REEM runs ROS. A couple
of implemented packages (Robotics, 2014) that are
important for this work are: the URDF implementation of the robot description and the play motion
package which stores previously known movements
in a way points fashion and allows the user asking to
reproduce these movements.

where

 xt0 (g − y0 )

..
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...
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(10)
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3.2. DMPs generation
Scott Niekum DMP’s. A package called dmp (Niekum,
2014) has been developed by Scott Niekum which provides a general implementation of Dynamic Movement
Primitives (DMPs) (Konidaris et al., 2013). This package
exposes three services:
• learn dmp from demo: Given a demonstration trajectory and DMP parameters, return a learned multidimensional DMP.
• set active dmp: Sets the active multi-dimensional
DMP that will be used for planning.
• get dmp plan: Creates a full or partial plan from a
start state to a goal state, using the currently active
DMP.
3.3. Movement
The MoveIt! framework (Coleman et al., 2014) will be
extensively used, so some parts of it will be outlined next.

Figure 3: Diagram for the process from learning to executing a gesture.

Collision detection. Collision checking is performed tak- 4.1. Recording motions
ing into account the robot status (Pan et al., 2012). It
Three main input sources will be employed to perform
makes use of the library Flexible Collision Library (Pan,
learning from demonstration.
2014) from Willow Garage.
Learning from previously known gestures. Gestures created by hand (i.e.: specifying joint configurations joint by
joint manually and testing slowly) were played back and
recorded. This approach implies an automated way of executing and recording these gestures.

Kinematics. Forward kinematics and Jacobians are integrated. The default inverse kinematics plug-in for
MoveIt! is configured using a numerical Jacobian-based
solver.

Controller manager. Manager that takes care of all the
available controllers and splits trajectories and synchroLearning from robot demonstration. After creating an innizes them.
terface to lower the max current of the joints to effectively
Joint trajectory controller. Not developed as part of be able to move them by hand, motions were taught diMoveIt! but MoveIt! takes for granted a joint trajec- rectly by moving the robot.
The service based interface requests the actual current
tory controller (Tsouroukdissian, 2014) working underlyvalue
(in percentage of the maximum possible of the moing its controller manager.
tor) and sets the desired value (see Figure 4).
4. Implementation

Learning from external devices. By accepting end effector poses (as a 6D representing position and orientation)
to learn from devices like Razer Hydra or Leap Motion
motions were trained. These devices track the user movement of a tool, like a paddle, or directly a human part like
the hand and report its position in the world. Also learn-

The different parts of the system and how they work
will be explained in this Section. A general overview of a
complete cycle of learning a gesture, which can be learnt
from different sources, creating a trajectory and safely executing it can be seen in the diagram in Figure 3.
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Figure 4: Capture of the web interface to change current limits of motors.

ing from robots TF’s1 has been implemented (to also learn makes the data useless to learn from. A few filtering methfrom play motion).
ods were evaluated (mainly low-pass filters) and, for its
ease of implementation and good results, a strategy consisting in down-sampling the signal to later on apply a
4.2. Generating DMPs
cubic spline between the down-sampled points was choUsing the services provided by Scott Niekum we can
sen.
learn from the three sources of inputs explained in the preAn example trajectory where arm right 6 joint and
vious subsection.
arm right 7 joint present jerkiness can be found plotted in Figure 5(a). The velocities recorded on that execu4.2.1. Improving recorded data
Recording the positions of the joints of the robot con- tion can be found in Figure 5(b), which confirm the consists of subscribing to a source of information (called in tinuous jumps in the direction of rotation of these joints.
ROS a topic) where the state of the joints is published
After deploying a 85%2 down-sampling of the signal
constantly at a rate of 50 Hz. In real life this informa- and then connecting the trajectory points with a cubic
tion has been found to be noisy in some cases. This noise spline, we can observe the improved result in Figure 6.
1 The robot TF tree is the representation of all the robot parts and its
current position in the space. This enables learning, for example, the
trajectory of the tip of the hand.

2 This ideal value was found after testing different values in the trade
of similarity with the trained gesture and the smoothness of the resultant
trajectory.
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minimize the number of basis functions. This strategy
made the training faster but lead occasionally to sudden
movements, which are dangerous for the robot’s mechanical parts.
Trajectory Parameters. From all the set of parameters,
the only one that really needed some fine tuning was the
time resolution of the plan in seconds. It was found that
the robot controllers behave better with short steps in the
trajectory so a value of 0.02 seconds was chosen. A lower
value will slow all the needed computations and will don’t
add too much smoothness perceived in the execution in
the robot.

(a) Original captured trajectory positions.

4.3. Checking trajectories generation
To compare recorded data and generated data from the
same initial and final points, position and velocity plots
were made to check the system.
Position graphs. Firstly, it can be observed that no jerkiness exists in the improved recorded demonstration tra(b) Original captured trajectory velocities.
jectory and this movement is quite slow and short (Figure
7(a)).
Figure 5: Original captured trajectory showing evident jerkiness.
Next, we learn from that demonstration and we generate a plan from the same initial point to the same final
The trajectory is currently smoother, which makes the point as learnt in the demonstration (Figure 7(b)).
Finally, the execution of this trajectory is shown in Figsystem able to generate trajectories that will don’t make
ure
7(c). This trajectory is almost identical to the previous
the robot shake.
ones. There is a little difference between the plots depending on the exact timing of start and ending of the trajecto4.2.2. Parameter tuning
There are some parameters to be tuned in the use case ries, also the down-sampled trajectories have lesser points
for learning from a demonstration and also when asking but the main focus is to appreciate that the nature of the
movement is still the same. The scale also varies minifor a new plan from what we learnt.
mally.
DMP Parameters. In this work and after playing with
several values for α and β parameters in the dynamics Velocity graphs. A similar systems check has been perequation (1), they were left as in the documentation. For formed about velocities. Initially, the trajectory found in
tuning the number of basis functions, it was empirically Figure 8(a) was recorded.
We don’t down-sample the velocity as the DMP server
found that a value equivalent to 20 bases per every second
of the duration of the recorded gesture gave the best re- learns only from position and time information. Figure
sults. To evaluate these values a plan with initial and final 8(b) shows the velocities of the generated plan from the
conditions coincident with the recorded ones in the orig- DMP server. Notice how they are smoother than the original trajectory was generated. The similarity between the inal ones.
recorded trajectory and the generated one was analyzed.
Finally, the velocities of the resulting execution of the
Another strategy was evaluated which consisted of the plan are depicted in Figure 8(c). It can be noted that they
quantization of how much movement had a trajectory to are a bit less jerky than the original ones.
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Figure 6: Final trajectory used as demonstration after down-sampling and using cubic splines.

on 1 meter per second velocity, if all motors in an arm
moved at the same time this would imply a movement of
Data manipulation must be performed to be able to send 0.14 meters in the end effector which has been considered
plans to joint controllers. DMP plans include positions, too risky.
velocities and times and they are robot agnostic, in the
sense that they do not take into account the particular geometry of the robot. Hence, it is mandatory to check that 5. Results
provided trajectories are safe.
Several experiences were implemented to illustrate the
Using the service explained in Section 3.3 every trajecresults.
They show not only results from this work but
tory point is checked to avoid robot collision with itself
also
some
other abilities of the robot (like voice recognior the environment. If any point fails, the execution is not
tion
and
text
to speech) to perform the experiences more
started.
appealing
and
give a vision about how this work will be
The collision checking process is a computationally exintegrated.
pensive operation. On real tests it was found that collision
checking of a full generated trajectory took roughly 1/3 of
the expected duration of the executed trajectory. For in- 5.1. Learning from play motion
stance, a long trajectory called crowd salute has a duIn this demo the robot performs a pre-recorded moveration of 14 seconds. The computation of collisions took ment that was created by hand which makes a typical wavapproximately 4 seconds. This trajectory is composed by ing motion. This movement is recorded and fed to the
about 600 points. Every collision checking call takes on DMP server to learn from it. Next, a plan from the same
average 0.007 seconds.
starting pose and to the same ending pose is requested and
Such a large delay when asking for reproducing a ges- then finally executed.
A video has been made public (Pfeiffer, 2014c), here
ture is not desirable so some research was completed trying to alleviate this issue. Down-sampling the trajectory some parts of the movement have been displayed as imto check collisions on only some points was considered ages (see Figure 9).
but a calculation of the worst case movement discarded
In this demo there is a difference in the timing durthis approach: as every trajectory point is generated with ing the execution of the learnt gesture. It is executed a
0.02 seconds of difference and a joint usually has its limit bit faster than the original one because the recording step
4.4. Checking collisions
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stops recording from the moment the robot reports it finished the motion, which may happen shortly before it actually finishes executing it. Hence, the experiment fails to
show that the movement is almost identical playing both
videos at the same time but on the other hand let us show
that changing the timing of the motion still preserves the
motion nature.

5.3. Learning from end effector
A video has been made public (Pfeiffer, 2014b), here
some parts of the movement are depicted.
This experience has been executed only on simulation
for safety reasons. In this demo, the user designs a trajectory in the 6D world (i.e. in position and orientation of an
end effector) using an external device, in this case a Razer
Hydra controller. The input mechanism is generic so anything that can give a 6D pose can be used as an input.
This demo has been tested also with a Leap Motion controller and using the own robot hand tip when executing a
previously known gesture as the reference pose.
Once this trajectory is recorded, a DMP in the Cartesian
space is learnt. Now, the system will ask for the inverse
kinematics (IK) necessary for every point in the trajectory,
this is done by giving to every call the previous robot state
as the initial position to try to ensure the most continuous
movement as possible. Whether the shown trajectory is
quite simple, it usually works, but as the movement involves a big area there are many configuration changes
and there are large shakes in the trajectory.
Once we have all the trajectory in the joint space (every end effector Cartesian pose was translated to a joint
configuration in the joint group) we can skip the safety
checking step that was used in the other demos as the IK
calls ensure us that there is no collision in the given configuration.

5.2. Learning by demonstration
A video has been made public (Pfeiffer, 2014a) about
the experiment. Here some parts of the movement can be
seen as images (see Figure 10).
In this experience the robot starts by asking the user
which joint group wants to use, the options are right arm,
right hand, left arm, left hand or a combination of any of
them. The user chooses one with a sentence similar to “I
want to use right arm”. The robot asks for confirmation
and then lowers the current of the desired joint group, in
this case right arm, so the user is able to move it freely.
Next, the user sets the initial position of the gesture and orders the robot to start recording the motion.
REEM replies confirming it understood the order and
starts recording.
The user performs a motion. When he/she wants stop
the recording of the joint states, he/she says “wait here”.
The learning process starts.
Once the motion is learnt, which takes a time proportional to the number of joints involved in the learning and
how long the motion was, REEM informs the user that it
can move its arm to the position where he/she wants to
start the learnt gesture.
The user sets this pose andlet REEM know it may compute the gesture from its current position (see Figure 11).
REEM will give back the normal level of maximum current to the joints, check if the generated trajectory is safe
and finally execute the motion (see Figure 12).
Once the motion is finished, REEM asks the user to set
another initial position to generate a new gesture, entering
in a loop until the user wants to stop it.
Whether the user sets an initial pose that provokes that
the trajectory generated by the DMP is in collision at
some point, the trajectory will don’t be executed and the
user will be informed.

6. Conclusions
A system for learning and executing gestures in a humanoid robot has been developed and implemented. It
involves the integration of many layers of software from
quite low level to very high level cognitive concepts.
Gestures are represented via the use of dynamical
movement primitives on the robotic platform REEM. It
has been demonstrated that the use of DMPs is a very
handy way of learning motions for complex robots and it
has been integrated in some experiences in an easy-to-use
software. The REEM robot is currently able to learn not
only gestures but also compose tasks by learning different
steps of them.
As a future work, some issues could be expanded: trajectory checking could be faster; trajectories could be
smoothly re-planned during their execution; training of
8

Figure 12: REEM performs the taught gesture.
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(a) Original captured trajectory velocity.

Figure 9: REEM performing the original wave motion and the same one
generated by using DMPs.

(b) Generated by the DMP server trajectory velocity.

Figure 10: User teaches a gesture by moving the robot arm.

(c) Executed trajectory from the generated by the DMP server trajectory, in velocity.
Figure 8: Checking the system. Improved demonstration, generated and
executed trajectory velocity.

Figure 11: User sets different initial positions for executing the gesture.
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